forth can not be used for the manufacture of repair and replacement parts. Completely fabricated parts in manufacturer's stocks as of today are exempt from the order and can be used for their intended purpose.

The WPB cut off production of golf balls April 1, while the second stopped production of new golf clubs completely June 30.

PGA to Hold Annual Meet at Chicago, Nov. 9-11

Annual meeting of the PGA is to be held at Medinah Club, Chicago, Nov. 9-10-11. Delegates from PGA sections and the association’s executive committee will discuss wartime plans for pros and clubs.

Although complete PGA rules and bylaws edited by the association’s legal advisors will be submitted for delegate’s consideration, it is planned to keep at a minimum debates on association technicalities which in previous annual meetings have taken the greater part of the delegates’ time.

This time it’s hoped to focus attention on how pros can keep their jobs and help fit golf properly into the nation’s wartime plan. Objection was offered to holding the annual meeting of sectional delegates and proposal was made to limit the session to an executive committee affair. Successful opposition to curtailing the usual scope of attendance developed.

“Keep Well” Ad Campaign Endorses Sports

The Institute of Life Insurance is conducting an advertising campaign in many metropolitan newspapers with each ad being headed “Just by keeping well YOU can help win this war.”

“Play some each day” is one of the 5 health rules advocated by the Life Insurance group in its advertising. The other points are “eat right,” “get your rest,” “see your doctor once a year,” and “keep clean.” Under the “play” head, the Institute advertising says, “Romp with the family, visit with friends, take walks, play games—do whatever you like to give your mind and body a rest from the daily grind on the job. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.”

The campaign reminds that by the end of this year nearly one-third of Ameri-